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Chromatin is composed of nucleosomes, the univer-
sally repeating protein±DNA complex in eukaryotic
cells. The crystal structure of the nucleosome core
particle from Saccharomyces cerevisiae reveals that
the structure and function of this fundamental com-
plex is conserved between single-cell organisms and
metazoans. Our results show that yeast nucleosomes
are likely to be subtly destabilized as compared with
nucleosomes from higher eukaryotes, consistent with
the idea that much of the yeast genome remains con-
stitutively open during much of its life cycle.
Importantly, minor sequence variations lead to dra-
matic changes in the way in which nucleosomes pack
against each other within the crystal lattice. This has
important implications for our understanding of the
formation of higher order chromatin structure and
its modulation by post-translational modi®cations.
Finally, the yeast nucleosome core particle provides a
structural context by which to interpret genetic data
obtained from yeast. Coordinates have been deposited
with the Protein Data Bank under accession number
1ID3.
Keywords: chromatin/crystal structure/histone/
nucleosome core particle/Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Introduction

The packaging of DNA in the eukaryotic nucleus is
achieved by a hierarchical scheme of folding and
compaction into protein±DNA assemblies, collectively
called chromatin (Widom, 1998). At the ®rst level of
organization, 1.65 tight superhelical turns of 147 bp of
DNA are wrapped around a histone octamer to form the
nucleosome core. In higher eukaryotes, the addition of
linker histone H1 to linker DNA forms the nucleosome,
the basic repeating unit of chromatin. Hundreds of
thousands of nucleosomes are compacted further into
multiple higher organizational levels. Because of DNA
packaging into chromatin, the structure and accessibility
of nucleosomal DNA deviate dramatically from those of
linear, `naked' DNA, as seen in the high-resolution X-ray
structure of the nucleosome core particle comprised of
recombinant Xenopus laevis histone proteins and a
palindromic 146 bp DNA fragment derived from human
a-satellite DNA (Luger et al., 1997a, 2000). Depending on
the structural context, chromatin can both promote and

impede transcription, replication, recombination and DNA
repair. Thus, chromatin plays a central role in the
regulation of these vital processes. Eukaryotic cells have
developed elaborate mechanisms to modulate the inher-
ently dynamic chromatin structures in a regulated manner
(Workman and Kingston, 1998).

The histone octamer consists of two copies each of the
four histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. Two histone
pairs, composed either of H2A and H2B, or H3 and H4,
form tight dimers that each organize 30 bp of DNA (Luger
and Richmond, 1998a). Two H3±H4 dimers form a
tetramer that binds the central 60 bp of the nucleo-
somal DNA. By structurally similar interactions, one
H2A±H2B dimer is tethered to one half of the histone
(H3±H4)2 tetramer. The H2A±H2B dimer organizes 30 bp
towards either end of the DNA. The penultimate 10 bp of
nucleosomal DNA are bound by a region of H3 that does
not form an integral part of the (H3±H4)2 tetramer, and
most probably is not able to bind DNA in the absence of
the H2A±H2B dimer (Luger et al., 1997a; Luger and
Richmond, 1998a; see also Figure 1B±E). The massive
distortion of the DNA is brought about mainly by the tight
interaction between the structured regions of the histone
proteins and the minor groove of the DNA at 14
independent DNA-binding locations, using either L1L2
loops or a1a1 DNA-binding motifs (Luger and Richmond,
1998a). At the molecular level, the interaction of the
histone octamer with the DNA is formed mainly by tight
hydrogen bonds between the main chain amide and the
phosphate oxygen of the DNA, assisted by electrostatic
interaction with basic side chains. In the context of a
mononucleosome, the ¯exible histone tails do not con-
tribute to the stability of the complex (Luger et al., 1997b).
Other nucleosome structures containing chicken histone
proteins (Harp et al., 2000) or the histone variant H2A.Z
(Suto et al., 2000) have con®rmed this basic design.

Many groundbreaking studies that address the complex
interplay between chromatin structure and transcription
regulation in the living cell stem from yeast genetics (see
Hartzog and Winston, 1997; reviewed by Gregory, 2001).
These studies were made possible by the obvious
suitability of yeast for genetic studies, and by the fact
that the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome contains only
two genes for each of the four core histone proteins. Many
of the characteristics of chromatin in higher organisms are
seen in yeast. For example, S.cerevisiae contains histone
variants, such as the histone H2A variant H2A.Z (HTZ1)
(Jackson and Gorovsky, 2000; Santisteban et al., 2000)
and the centromere-speci®c H3 variant CenpA (cse4)
(Glowczewski et al., 2000). Saccharomyces cerevisiae
also uses targeted ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
factors (Aalfs and Kingston, 2000) and reversible modi-
®cation of histone tails, such as acetylation, de-acetylation
(Vogelauer et al., 2000), methylation (Strahl et al., 1999),
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phosphorylation (Hsu et al., 2000) and ubiquitylation
(Robzyk et al., 2000), in order to regulate the level of DNA
accessibility in a chromatin context.

However, fundamental differences between the yeast
genome and that of higher organisms suggest that

chromatin might be organized in a different manner in
yeast. Yeast is a unicellular organism whose entire
genome is only ~0.5% the size of that of humans. Much
of the yeast genome is constitutively open for transcrip-
tion, as opposed to the small percentage of actively
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transcribed genes at any given time in the cells of higher
eukaryotes. Yeast nucleosomes are very closely spaced,
with a repeat length of 162 6 6 bp (Horz and Zachau,
1980), resulting in a linker length of only 15±20 bp. In
contrast, the repeat length in metazoans ranges from 175 to
240 bp, with an average of ~190 bp. No linker histones
have been found to be associated with yeast chromatin in a
stoichiometric manner. Recently, the presence of a gene
(HHO) encoding a protein with linker histone homology
(Hho1p) has been identi®ed, and it has been suggested that
this gene product may function as a linker histone.
However, deletion of this gene has neither growth nor
mating defects, suggesting that this protein does not play
an important role in chromatin organization in yeast
(Patterton et al., 1998).

Histone proteins are highly conserved among eukar-
yotic organisms, with yeast histones being among the most
divergent from mammalian histones (Baxevanis and
Landsman, 1998). The differences are distributed through-
out the length of the amino acid sequence, with many of
the more divergent sequence changes clustered in the
¯exible histone tails. The distinct sequence divergence

between the histone proteins of S.cerevisiae and meta-
zoans may well re¯ect the different requirements for DNA
compaction between unicellular and multicellular organ-
isms. Some earlier reports suggest that yeast mononucleo-
somes are indeed destabilized towards salt-dependent and
thermal unfolding, suggesting a less constrained structure
(Lee et al., 1982; Pineiro et al., 1991). In addition, yeast
nucleosomes appear to be more permissive to thermal
untwisting of the DNA (Morse et al., 1987).

Here we present the crystal structure of the S.cerevisiae
nucleosome core particle at 3.1 AÊ resolution. Analysis of
the structure shows that subtle sequence variations may
affect the overall stability of the core particle in this
organism, as well as lead to differences in the interaction
between neighboring nucleosomes. This may be a re¯ec-
tion of differences in nucleosome organization in vivo. In
addition, the structure is now available to analyze in a
structural context the numerous genetic studies obtained
from yeast. In particular, our data suggest a straight-
forward mechanism by which the recently described
ubiquitylation of a speci®c residue in H2B (Robzyk
et al., 2000) may affect chromatin compaction in vivo.

Results

Structure determination
Crystals of the nucleosome core particle from S.cerevisiae
(Sce-NCP) were obtained under conditions similar to those
previously published for the crystal structure of the
nucleosome core particle containing X.laevis histone
proteins (Xla-NCP; Luger et al., 1997a). We have found
previously that crystallization conditions and diffraction
quality are highly dependent on the DNA fragment being
used. Despite the fact that the same palindromic DNA
sequence derived from human a-satellite repeats was used
to reconstitute yeast nucleosomes, Sce-NCP crystals
behaved rather differently. They took much longer to
grow, exhibited a different morphology, were extremely
fragile and diffracted to a lower resolution at a synchrotron
source (3.1 AÊ as opposed to a routinely obtained 2.2 AÊ

resolution for Xla-NCP; Luger et al., 2000). Furthermore,
although the original space group was maintained, the
longest crystallographic axis deviated signi®cantly in
length (Table I).

Phase information was obtained using the previously
published nucleosome core particle structure from X.laevis
(Protein Data Bank entry 1AOI) as a search model. Data
collection and re®nement statistics are given in Table I.
Sequence differences between S.cerevisiae and X.laevis
were clearly visible in the original 2Fo ± Fc electron
density map. As in Xla-NCP, the histone fold regions, as

Table I. Summary of the crystallographic analysis

Data collection statistics

Space group P212121

Unit cell parameters (AÊ ) a = 104.9, b = 110.4, c = 192.6
Resolution (AÊ ) 50±3.1
Re¯ections (total/unique) 517 812 (39 551)
Completeness (%) 99.5 (99.9)a

Rsym
b 0.056 (0.299)c

Re®nement statisticsc

Resolution (AÊ ) 40±3.1
Re¯ections 38 264
Rcryst/Rfree

d 0.223/0.292
R.m.s.ds

bonds (AÊ ) 0.0069
angles (°) 1.14

Average B-factors (AÊ 2)
protein 62.05
DNA 132.93
solvent 56.7

aValue in parentheses is for the highest resolution shell: 3.15±3.1 AÊ .
bRsym = S|Ih ± <Ih>|/SIh, where <Ih> is the mean of measurements for a
single hkl.
cAtomic model: 757 amino acids (H2A, 15±124; H2A¢, 12±119; H2B,
30±122; H2B¢, 29±124; H3, 38±134; H3¢, 38±134; H4, 24±102; H4¢,
18±102), 60 water molecules and 17 manganese ions (a total of 12 129
atoms). The remainder of the histone tails was too disordered to be
included in the ®nal model.
dRcryst = S|Fobs ± Fcalc|/SFobs.

Fig. 1. Secondary and tertiary structure of the yeast nucleosome core particle. (A) Sequence alignment of X.laevis (top line) and S.cerevisiae histone
proteins (bottom line). Amino acid differences are colored in magenta. Intervals of 10 amino acids for X.laevis (black circles) and S.cerevisiae
(magenta circles) are indicated. The a-helices and loops located within the structured regions are labeled, and the ¯exible histone tails are indicated by
dashed lines. (B) The crystal structure of the yeast nucleosome core particle, viewed down the superhelical axis. Histone chains are colored yellow for
H2A, red for H2B, blue for H3 and green for H4. The DNA is shown in turquoise. a-helices and the location of the N- and C-terminal tails are
shown. The position of the molecular dyad axis is indicated (F). (C) Side view of the yeast nucleosome core particle, obtained by rotation of 90°
around the axis of non-crystallographic symmetry, with part of the DNA removed for clarity. The arrow denotes the location of the L1 loop.
(D and E) Amino acid differences in the yeast octamer [as shown in (A)] are colored according to the histone coloring scheme in (B). The conserved
amino acids and DNA are shown in gray. Only 73 bp of the DNA and associated proteins are shown. (D) The solvent-exposed surface view of one
half of the nucleosome is shown, while (E) shows the same half of the nucleosome viewed from the interior surface between the two gyres of the
DNA supercoil.
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well as the extensions that are responsible for the main
protein±protein and protein±DNA interactions in the yeast
nucleosome core particle, are highly ordered. However,
the histone tails quickly become disordered as they extend
past the DNA superhelix. Slightly less of the ¯exible
histone tails is visible in the Sce-NCP structure as
compared with Xla-NCP (Table I).

The structures of nucleosome core particles from
S.cerevisiae and X.laevis are very similar
Amino acid sequence alignments between S.cerevisiae and
X.laevis histones show that H2A and H2B are more
divergent (72 and 67% identity) than H3 and H4 (84 and
92% identity) (Figure 1A). Although changes are more
numerous in the ¯exible histone tails (especially in those
of H2A and H2B), the folded regions of all four histone
proteins are also divergent in their amino acid sequence.
Despite this sequence divergence, the overall structure of
the nucleosome core particle from S.cerevisiae (Figure 1B
and C) is very similar to that of the previously reported
structure of the nucleosome core particle from X.laevis
(Luger et al., 1997a). This shows that the function of the
histone octamer is identical at the level of histone±DNA
interaction, despite the differences in sequence and
chromatin organization between yeast and higher eukar-
yotes. The Ca atoms of the histone octamers of Sce-NCP
and Xla-NCP superimpose with an overall root mean
square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of 1.14 AÊ , and the phosphates of
the two DNA strands align with an r.m.s.d. of 1.15 AÊ . The
two structures (including side chains and DNA bases)
superimpose with an r.m.s.d. of 1.57 AÊ . The most striking
deviations in the Ca trace of the two structures are found in
the C-terminal tail of the second copy of histone H2A
(H2A¢) as well as in the N-terminal tail of histone H4¢
(Table II, compare rows `All' with rows `Dtail'). These
tails take completely different paths in the two structures
as a result of variations in their structural environment (see
below).

The regions of the histone proteins that are responsible
for protein±protein and protein±DNA interaction are
structurally much more conserved than the histone tails.
Analysis of the r.m.s.d. for each chain, based on the same
alignment (Table II, row `Dtail'), and a distance plot for
each Ca atom (not shown), shows that both copies of
histone H2B are the most structurally divergent. This is
expected from the relatively high degree of sequence
divergence between X.laevis and S.cerevisiae for this
particular histone (Figure 1A). However, the L1 loops and

C-terminal helix of H2B, where the sequence is very
similar (Figure 1A), also exhibit noticeable structural
deviations (~2.4 AÊ r.m.s.d.) compared with the corres-
ponding regions in Xla-NCP. In Sce-NCP, both H2B L1
loops are involved in crystal contacts, whereas they are not
involved in any internucleosome contacts in Xla-NCP (see
below). These structural differences in L1 loop conform-
ation lead to local deviations (~2.5 AÊ r.m.s.d.) in the
nearby DNA phosphates.

The overall architecture of the histone octamer, as well
as all of the residues that are involved in direct protein±
DNA interactions, is unchanged between S.cerevisiae and
X.laevis (Figure 1D and E). Thus, the general mechanism
by which the histone octamer distorts linear DNA into a
tight superhelix is maintained between yeast and higher
eukaryotes. The path of the DNA around the histone
octamer is conserved between the two structures, with only
local deviations between the positions of the phosphates
in regions of high B-factors. This is indicated by the
relatively low r.m.s.d. values for the superposition of the
DNA in the Xla-NCP and Sce-NCP structures (Table II).

Sequence differences cause changes in molecular
surface and in histone±histone interaction
Sequence differences in the histone fold regions and
extensions (Figure 1A) are not limited to amino acid
residues on the surface of the nucleosome core particle, but
equally affect residues that are buried deep within the
histone octamer core. This is demonstrated in Figure 1D
and E, which shows the location of amino acid differences
on one half of the yeast nucleosome core particle, viewed
from the outside (Figure 1D), and from between the two
symmetry-related halves (Figure 1E). Sequence differ-
ences that change the molecular surface of the yeast
histone octamer (Figure 1D) could reveal how inter-
particle interactions are altered in yeast in vivo. Evidence
for this is seen in the dramatic differences in the packing of
yeast nucleosomes within the crystal lattice (see below). In
addition, interactions with other cellular factors may be
affected by surface variations. In contrast, amino acid
differences that are buried within the histone octamer
(Figure 2E) may locally affect the stability of histone±
histone interactions, thus contributing to an overall change
in nucleosome stability.

The main signature of the molecular surface of Xla-NCP
is a large acidic patch formed by seven amino acids from
the structured regions of H2A and H2B (Luger et al.,
1997a). Several basic regions create a favorable inter-

Table II. Structural alignment of Sce-NCP and Xla-NCP: r.m.s.ds between the S.cerevisiae and X.laevis structuresa,b

H2A H2B H3 H4 DNA

Chain 1
allc 1.06 (0.51) 1.23 (0.76) 1.44 (0.47) 0.83 (0.47) 1.23 (1.15)
Dtaild 0.89 (0.46) 1.20 (0.71) 1.43 (0.47) 0.81 (0.43)

Chain 2
allc 1.85 (1.06) 1.20 (0.80) 1.07 (0.59) 3.53 (2.77) 1.11 (1.14)
Dtaild 1.08 (0.56) 1.18 (0.79) 1.07 (0.59) 1.04 (0.58)

aValues given in angstroms.
bValues given include all side chains (values in parentheses are for the Ca backbone or phosphate atoms only).
cAll: includes all residues of the entire model.
dDtail: includes only the structured regions of the model, as de®ned by Luger et al. (1997a).
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action interface for DNA surrounding this area. Both
features are maintained in Sce-NCP, but there are subtle
changes in the charge distribution and shape of the yeast
histone octamer surface as compared with that of X.laevis.
Additional positively charged amino acids are located on
the surface, and thus render it slightly more basic
(Supplementary ®gure in Supplementary data available
at The EMBO Journal Online).

In all nucleosome core particle structures reported to
date (Luger et al., 1997a; Suto et al., 2000; Harp et al.,

2000), the two H2A±H2B dimers interact through a small
but signi®cant interface formed by the L1 loops of two
adjacent H2A molecules, indicated by an arrow in
Figure 1C. In Xla-NCP, two hydrogen bonds and two
salt bridges stabilize this interface (Figure 2A and B). Xla-
H2A Asn38 forms tight bonds with Xla-H2A¢ Glu41 and
Xla-H2B¢ His79. Owing to non-crystallographic sym-
metry, these interactions are mirrored between Xla-H2A¢
Asn38 and Xla-H2A/H2B (Figure 2A and B). Although
the path of the main chain within the L1 loop is almost

Fig. 2. Interactions between two H2A±H2B dimers within a nucleosome. (A) The side chain interactions of the H2A and H2A¢ L1 loops in Xla-NCP,
in the same orientation as shown in Figure 1C. Xla-H2A and H2A¢ are colored in purple and gray, respectively. Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.
(B) The same region is shown in a view obtained by a 90° rotation around the horizontal axis (as indicated). (C and D) The equivalent region in
Sce-NCP, viewed in the same orientation as in (A) and (B), respectively. Note the total absence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
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identical in the yeast structure, the corresponding residues
are changed, resulting in a loss of all interactions at this
interface (Figure 2C and D). In yeast, Glu41 is changed to
a glutamine, and His79 is changed to an alanine (H2A
Glu42 and H2B Ala85 in yeast, Figure 1A). In order to
avoid steric clashes between the two amino groups of the
asparagine and glutamine residues, the two glutamine
residues point downward towards the DNA (Figure 2C).
As a result, no stabilizing interactions exist between the
two H2A±H2B dimers in this region, and the buried
surface is reduced to 90 AÊ 2 in Sce-NCP, compared with

150 AÊ 2 in Xla-NCP. Together, these ®ndings strongly
suggest a signi®cantly weaker interaction at this particular
interface in the S.cerevisiae core particle as compared with
that of X.laevis.

Most of the amino acid sequence differences are found
in the N-terminal tails of H2A and H2B, and in the
C-terminal tail of H2A. However, it is the N-terminal tail
of H4¢ that shows the largest deviations between the two
structures (Table II). The involvement of this tail in
transcription regulation and gene silencing has been
particularly well documented, and its importance is

Fig. 3. Crystal packing of X.laevis and S.cerevisiae nucleosome core particles. (A) Xla-NCP crystal packing viewed approximately down the
superhelical axis. Short arrows show the approximate location of the three crystallographic axes. Only the DNA is shown for clarity; the same colors
denote nucleosomes that lie within the same plane. (B) The same arrangement of molecules is rotated by 90° around the crystallographic b-axis.
(C and D) Sce-NCP crystal packing in the same views as (A) and (B), respectively. The discrepancy in the notation of the crystallographic b- and
c-axes stems from the fact that the previous study used different programs to index the data (Luger et al., 1997a). Particles whose molecular
interaction is shown in Figure 4 are boxed.
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demonstrated by the fact that the sequence of this region is
almost completely conserved between S.cerevisiae and X
laevis (Figure 1A). In Xla-NCP, the H4 N-terminal tail
forms essential crystal contacts with the acidic patch on
the surface of a neighboring nucleosome (Luger and
Richmond, 1998b), and it has been speculated that these
two regions may interact in a similar fashion in vivo to
stabilize higher order structure. No such contact is made in
Sce-NCP (see below), which allows the H4 tail to adopt an
alternative conformation that is completely different from
that observed in either chain in Xla-NCP. Instead of
interacting with the acidic patch of a neighboring core
particle, this tail is now poised to interact with the DNA of
a neighboring nucleosome core particle within the crystal
lattice (data not shown). However, since H4 amino acids
1±17 are too disordered to be included in the molecular

model, interactions of these amino acids with the DNA
phosphates are probably dislocalized. Similar differences
in the path of the amino acid main chain are seen for the
C-terminal tail of H2A. This con®rms that histone tails can
indeed assume different conformations that depend on the
structural context.

Sce-NCP and Xla-NCP crystals are held together
by different types of interactions
Perhaps the most striking difference between the
S.cerevisiae and X.laevis structures is the way in which
the nucleosome core particles pack within the crystal
lattice. As has been pointed out previously (Finch et al.,
1981), the packing of nucleosomes within a crystal most
probably does not re¯ect the way in which particles are
organized in condensed chromatin. The most obvious

Fig. 4. Protein±protein interactions within the crystal lattice. (A) Crystal contacts between two neighboring nucleosomes in X.laevis in a view that
places the superhelical axis in a horizontal orientation (as seen in Figure 1C). (B) The same Xla-NCP packing as shown in (A), but viewed down the
molecular 2-fold axis. This view is achieved by a 90° rotation around the superhelical axis (horizontal). In both views, the nucleosome core particle to
the left of the pair corresponds to the center green particle in Figure 3A, whereas the right-hand particle corresponds to the blue particle in Figure 3A
(boxed in Figure 3A and C, respectively). Histones are colored as in Figure 1. The location of the H2A and H4 histone tails is indicated. The position
of the Mn2+ ion that is crucially involved in forming crystal contacts is shown (*). (C and D) Two yeast nucleosome core particles shown in the same
orientation as seen in (A) and (B), respectively. With respect to Figure 3C, the same two particles are depicted as for Xla-NCP.
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difference is that individual nucleosomes are located on
long contiguous DNA in the cell, while they exist as
individual, unconnected particles in the crystal.
Furthermore, the presence of linker histones promotes
the compaction of chromatin at least in higher eukaryotes.
The packing of nucleosomes within a crystal represents the
most obvious shape to pack wedge-shaped particles in an
ordered manner (namely, in an alternating up-and-down
packing; Finch et al., 1981), whereas this arrangement is
not consistent with current models of the 30 nm ®ber (for a
recent review see Woodcock and Dimitrov, 2001).
However, we believe that crystal packing may re¯ect
some important aspects of internucleosome interaction
in vivo for the following reasons. First, crystallization of
nucleosome core particles is performed at relatively low
ionic strength and at very high (micromolar) nucleosome
concentrations. Secondly, crystallization is the result of
the tight packaging of particles into a regular arrangement,
and is driven by the search for an energetically favorable
mode of interaction between neighboring particles.
Necessarily, these same constraints also apply to chroma-
tin condensation in vivo, either at the level of the 30 nm
®ber or at higher levels of compaction.

Three types of major interactions drive the formation of
Xla-NCP crystals into staggered layers of nucleosome
cores. First, the end-to-end stacking of nucleosomal DNA

is the major driving force in forming one plane of the
crystal lattice (green particles in Figure 3A). Secondly, the
histone octamers contact one another through a series of
interactions between the basic H4 tail of one nucleosome
and the acidic patch region of a neighboring particle
(Figure 4B; and Luger and Richmond, 1998b). These
contacts are essential for crystallization, as has been
shown by the mutation of Xla-H4 Lys20 to cysteine
(K.Luger, unpublished results). Thirdly, an Mn2+-medi-
ated crystal contact directly chelates the base of H3 a1 to
the H2B L1 loop of the neighboring particle (denoted by
an asterisk in Figure 4B). These areas of protein±protein
interaction connect two consecutive layers of nucleosome
core particles (Figure 3B). Additional protein±protein and
DNA±DNA interactions further stabilize the crystal
lattice. Importantly, each of the residues involved in the
contacts mentioned above is conserved in yeast.

The DNA end-to-end crystal contacts are essentially
maintained in Sce-NCP, with only minor differences in
stacking geometry. However, the protein±protein inter-
actions between nucleosomes are completely different.
The result is that nucleosomes in neighboring planes stack
on top of each other with their superhelical axes almost
superimposed (Figure 3C), whereas the arrangement in
X.laevis is much more staggered (Figure 3B). Despite this
fact, the total surface area that is actually buried upon

Fig. 5. Details of nucleosome±nucleosome interactions in yeast NCP. (A) Stereo view of a section of the |2Fo ± Fc| electron density map, calculated at
3.1 AÊ and contoured at 1s, showing an Mn2+-mediated crystal contact between H2A Glu65 and H2B His52 of one nucleosome (dark red) and H2B¢
Glu108 and H2B¢ His112 of the neighboring nucleosome (gold). (B) Stereo view of the hydrogen bonds between the H2B C-terminal end of H2B aC
(dark red) and residues in histone H3 of a neighboring nucleosome core particle (gold), showing a section of the |2Fo ± Fc| electron density map
calculated at 3.1 AÊ and contoured at 8±1s.
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crystal formation is very similar (~4000 AÊ 2) between the
two structures. One consequence of this arrangement is
that individual layers are more tilted with respect to each
other in Sce-NCP (compare Figure 3B and D). The
different contacts between the histone octamers in Sce-
NCP pull the adjacent nucleosome upward, and thus cause
the loss of the back-to-back crystal packing between
nucleosomes within the same layer. This leads to the
observed increase in the length of the crystallographic
c-axis from 181 AÊ in Xla-NCP to 193 AÊ in Sce-NCP. The
loss of this contact is evident when comparing the
interaction of the central green particles with the neigh-
boring red particles in Figure 3A and C. As a practical
consequence of these changes in crystal packing, Sce-NCP
crystals were extremely fragile and would often shatter at
the slightest touch.

The dramatic changes in nucleosome±nucleosome
interactions seen in yeast are a result of contacts involving
the C-terminal helix (aC) of H2B. This extremely well
ordered helix lies exposed on the surface of the histone
octamer, and plays an important role in de®ning the
surface of the nucleosome core particle (Figure 1C). In
Xla-NCP, its C-terminal end is involved in some minor
contacts with the DNA of a neighboring particle. In
contrast, the entire helix is involved in forming essential
crystal contacts in Sce-NCP (Figure 4C and D). Within one
region, a manganese coordination site is formed by two
histidine and two glutamate residues from two neighboring
nucleosomes. Glu65 on a2 of H2A and His52 on the L1
loop of H2B chelate a manganese ion that is held in turn by
H2B¢ Glu108 and H2B¢ His112 at the base of aC of the
adjacent nucleosome (Figure 5A). If such a contact was
made in vivo (and we emphasize that the involvement of
these residues in in vivo nucleosome packing is not
supported by any experimental evidence), zinc would
probably replace manganese.

The C-terminal region of H2B aC is also crucial in
producing crystal interactions. Sequence alignments
shows that this region is quite divergent between yeast
and higher eukaryotes. Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains
two additional amino acids along with other changes on
the C-terminus of H2B (Figure 1A). H2B Thr128 and
Gln129 form hydrogen bonds with Lys121 and Lys125 of
the H3 chain of the neighboring nucleosome (Figure 5B).
None of these residues are present in X.laevis (Figure 1A).
We propose that the contacts located along H2B aC are
responsible for the alternative crystal packing observed in
yeast.

As a result of the change in the relative position of
neighboring nucleosomes within the crystal lattice (best
viewed by comparing Figure 4B and D), the yeast H4
N-terminal tail is no longer able to interact with the acidic
patch of the neighboring nucleosome. As discussed above,
this tail (whose ®rst 17 amino acids are too disordered to
be observed in the crystal structure) is now poised to
interact with the DNA of a neighboring nucleosome core
particle, although no direct interactions are observed.
Disorder is most probably caused by the ability of this
basic tail to interact with the DNA in multiple locations.
As a consequence of alternative packing, neither acidic
patch is involved in crystal contacts. Instead, both regions
tightly coordinate a manganese ion, using the side chains
of H2A Asp90, Glu92 and Glu61 (not shown). The altered

arrangement of nucleosomes within the yeast crystal
lattice also brings the N-terminal tail of H2A into close
proximity with the C-terminal tail of H2A of a neighboring
particle (Figure 4C). Although the electron density in this
region is rather weak, these tails are positioned to cross
over and make crystal contacts. One contact between Sce-
H2A Lys120 and Sce-H2A Thr12 in the neighboring
nucleosome is clearly observed in the crystal structure.
Incidentally, the long H3 N-terminal tail from yet another
nucleosome core particle is headed in the same direction
(data not shown). These observations further support the
role of histone tails in inter-particle contacts.

Discussion

The crystal structure of the yeast nucleosome core particle
shows that the overall principles of DNA organization in
the nucleosome are maintained between lower and higher
eukaryotes. The path of the DNA as well as the overall
conformation of the structured regions of the histone
proteins are conserved, as is the location of many critical
structural water molecules and divalent ions (K.Luger, in
preparation). Sequence variations between yeast and
higher eukaryotes are distributed throughout the histones,
and are located both on the surface of the histone octamer
and buried deep within the nucleosome structure. The
latter could be collectively responsible for a subtle
destabilization of the yeast nucleosome core particle.
This ®nding is consistent with a more open chromatin
structure in yeast. Importantly, all of the residues that are
critically involved in the organization of the DNA are
conserved between the two organisms.

Sequence variations are distributed throughout
the nucleosome structure and may result in subtle
destabilization of the yeast nucleosome
The most signi®cant changes in protein±protein inter-
actions within the yeast nucleosome core particle, com-
pared with nucleosomes from higher organisms (Luger
et al., 1997a; Harp et al., 2000; Suto et al., 2000), are
located in the H2A L1 loops where the two H2A±H2B
dimers interact. We found a complete absence of all
stabilizing interactions (including hydrophobic contacts)
in this area in yeast. This is in contrast to four strong
hydrogen bonds and salt bridges located in this region in
the structures of metazoan nucleosome core particles
(Luger et al., 1997a; Harp et al., 2000). How much does
this relatively small interface contribute to nucleosome
stability? We are currently investigating this question
using ¯uorescence energy transfer to compare the
relative stability of nucleosomes containing X.laevis and
S.cerevisiae histones. Considering that this region seem-
ingly is involved in holding together the two gyres of the
DNA superhelix (Figure 1C), even a subtle destabilization
could have a relatively large effect on overall nucleosome
stability during transcription, which involves depletion of
histone dimers from the nucleosome. This is of particular
interest in view of the ®nding that eukaryotic RNA
polymerase II prefers nucleosome cores that are depleted
in one H2A±H2B dimer (Baer and Rhodes, 1983). In
addition, our ®ndings are consistent with earlier studies
presenting experimental evidence for a signi®cant de-
stabilization of yeast nucleosome core particles, either as
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mononucleosomes or in arrays (Lee et al., 1982; Morse
et al., 1987; Pineiro et al., 1991). The same set of residues
that we have shown to be prohibitive for the formation of a
stable interface is also seen in the sequences of major H2A
and H2B from Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Similarly
prohibitive combinations of amino acids are found only in
Euglena, Leishmania and Aspergillus nidulans, and in
some genes from Psammechinus miliaris (Baxevanis et al.,
1995). Generally, this region is rather divergent both
among species and among histone variants (Baxevanis and
Landsman, 1998). We have speculated earlier that the L1
loops could provide a mechanism to ensure that the gene
product from one particular H2A gene is incorporated into
a single nucleosome (Suto et al., 2000). The results
presented here suggest a more general role for this region
in modulating nucleosome stability.

Histone tails can assume various distinct
conformations
The role of the histone N-terminal tails in the regulation of
transcription, exerted mainly by reversible post-transla-
tional modi®cation of conserved lysine and serine resi-
dues, is undisputed (for a recent review see Strahl and
Allis, 2000). The N-terminal tails have also been shown to
be involved in the condensation of the chromatin ®ber
(Carruthers and Hansen, 2000), and in the formation of
silent chromatin regions by interaction with other factors
(Grunstein, 1997b). The detrimental effects of N-terminal
tail deletions in vivo suggest that they have many different,
yet partially redundant, functions (Grunstein et al., 1995;
Grunstein, 1997a; Hansen et al., 1998). We show for the
®rst time that the H4 N-terminal tail can assume
completely different conformations depending upon the
structural context. We have evidence that this holds true
for all histone tails (unpublished data). This structural
heterogeneity might allow the histone tails to interact with
a variety of different protein factors and to perform a large
number of different functions (Hansen et al., 1998).

Sequence variations lead to changes in
nucleosome±nucleosome interactions
It is reasonable to suggest that organisms such as
S.cerevisiae, which maintain a relatively open chromatin
structure and lack histone H1, organize nucleosomes into
higher order structures that differ signi®cantly from that
found in higher eukaryotes. The folding of nucleosomal
arrays into compact ®bers involves, by de®nition, the close
packing of nucleosome cores in an energetically favorable
manner. Regardless of the source of histones, this process
is not dependent on linker histone H1 in vitro, but has been
shown to depend on the presence of the N-terminal tails at
least in higher eukaryotes (Carruthers and Hansen, 2000).

To date, the architecture of the 30 nm chromatin ®ber
and its higher order assemblies is not known, nor have the
forces that drive the formation of these assemblies been
identi®ed. The precise molecular mechanism by which
nucleosomes pack together in the context of a chromatin
®ber most probably is not re¯ected directly in crystal
packing. However, it has been shown recently in the
crystal structure of bacterial ¯agellin that protein crystals
can indeed mimic reality (Samatey et al., 2001). Our
results demonstrate that internucleosomal interactions can
be completely altered by very minor changes in the amino

acid sequence, such as the addition of two amino acids to
the C-terminal end of H2B aC, while maintaining the
contacts that are mediated by the quasi-helical end-to-end
stacking of the DNA. This shows that there are indeed
several ways in which nucleosomes may be packaged in an
energetically favorable way, and that small changes in the
histone surface are suf®cient to provoke these changes.
This ®nding has important implications for our under-
standing of the formation of higher order structure. The
role of the ¯exible histone tails in the formation of higher
order structure and crystal packing is well established
(Moore and Ausio, 1997; Carruthers and Hansen, 2000),
and it has been speculated that reversible modi®cation may
be responsible for different stages of chromatin compac-
tion. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that changes
imparted by the reversible modi®cation in histone tails
provide a means to switch between different modes of
nucleosome±nucleosome interactions in vivo. Further-
more, methylation of lysine residues in the structured
regions of the histones could have similar effects.

The crucial involvement of the C-terminal helix of yeast
H2B in internucleosomal contacts is of particular interest
in light of the recent discovery that H2B Lys123 is
ubiquitylated in vivo by Rad6 in yeast. Ubiquitylation is
predicted to disrupt these contacts and lead to local or
global effects on chromatin folding. Consistent with this
idea, mutation of Lys123 in yeast leads to defects in
mitioic cell growth and meiosis (Robzyk et al., 2000).
Additional in vivo studies also support the notion that
ubiquitylation of the H2B C-terminus has an effect on
chromatin accessibility. Ubiquitylated H2B has been
found to have a role in activated transcription that partially
overlaps with that of the nucleosome remodeling factors
Swi/Snf and SAGA (M.A.Osley, personal communica-
tion). This suggests that internucleosomal contacts that are
mediated by H2B aC may indeed be involved in forming
inhibitory chromatin structures in vivo in yeast, and that
the degree of chromatin compaction may be regulated by
Rad6-dependent ubiquitylation.

In summary, our ®ndings con®rm that the overall
structure of the nucleosome core particle is conserved
between yeast and higher eukaryotes. However, localized
sequence variations, particularly in the L1 loop of H2A,
may serve to ®ne-tune nucleosome stability, providing a
structural basis for earlier studies comparing the stability
of yeast nucleosomes with those of higher eukaryotes.
Importantly, we have shown that there are different ways
to form stable inter-particle contacts. We have veri®ed that
the major driving force in the formation of such contacts
are interactions made between the protein moiety of
nucleosomes. We further show that packing is altered in
response to subtle sequence variations. This has important
implications for our understanding of how the reversible
modi®cation of histone tails and structured regions may be
employed to alter higher order chromatin structure.

Materials and methods

Expression, puri®cation and reconstitution of yeast NCP
Yeast histone expression plasmids (pet28a) were a kind gift from Drs Ali
Hamiche and Xuetong Shen. Proteins were overexpressed in BL21 (DE3)
CodonPlus RIL± plysS (Stratagene) and puri®ed using previously
published protocols (Luger et al., 1999). The histone proteins were
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refolded to a histone octamer, and reconstituted into nucleosome core
particles using a 146 bp palindromic DNA fragment derived from human
a-satellite regions (Luger et al., 1997a). Milligram amounts of yeast
nucleosome core particles were subjected to heat shifting, followed by
subsequent puri®cation using preparative gel electrophoresis (Luger et al.,
1999).

Crystallographic procedures
Crystals of Sce-NCP were obtained by vapor diffusion at a protein
concentration of 4 mg/ml with 70 mM KCl, 76 mM MnCl2 and 10 mM
potassium cacodylate pH 6.0 in the drop equilibrated against 35 mM KCl,
38 mM MnCl2 and 5 mM potassium cacodylate pH 6.0. Macro-seeding of
sitting drops increased crystal size. For data collection, the crystals were
transferred into cryo-protectant and were ¯ash frozen in liquid propane at
±130°C before transferring to the cryo-stream at ±180°C, as previously
described (Luger et al., 1997a). Data were collected at beamline 5.0.2 at
the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley. Data from two crystals were
processed using Denzo and Scalepack (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997).

Molecular replacement, with Protein Data Bank entry 1AOI as the
search model, was used to obtain initial phases. Re®nement was
performed using CNS (BruÈnger et al., 1997), and model building into
the |2Fo ± Fc| and |Fo ± Fc| electron density maps was done in program O
(Jones et al., 1991). The entire model was checked using SA-OMIT maps
during the early stages of model building to eliminate model bias.
PROCHECK analysis (Laskowski et al., 1993) of the ®nal model shows
that the model has good overall geometry, with no residues falling in the
disallowed regions of the Ramachandran map. Figures were prepared
using MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991), BOBSCRIPT (Esnouf, 1999),
MIDAS (Ferrin et al., 1988) and O (Jones et al., 1991).

Protein Data Bank coordinates
Coordinates have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank under
accession number 1ID3.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data for this paper are available at The EMBO Journal
Online.
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